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Value % Change

SENSEX 39,113.47 0.10%

NIFTY 11,559.25 0.08%

BANK NIFTY 23,600.35 0.80%

Value % Change

DOW 28,492.27 0.57%

NASDAQ 11,625.34 -0.34%

Events Today CAC 5,015.97 -0.64%

DAX 13,096.36 -0.71%

Dividend FTSE 5,999.99 -0.75%

ABBOTINDIA EW ALL SHARE 19,793.45 0.04%

CORALFINAC Morning Asian Market (8:30 am)

JOSTS SGX NIFTY 11,642.20 0.43%

SOLIMAC 23,292.50 0.36%

STHINPA HANG SENG 25,420.00 0.55%

Ex-Date: 28/08/2020

Value % Change

Results         50,902.00 -1.69%

INOXWIND SILVER 65,190.00 -3.46%

SJVN 45.61 0.20%

APEX 199.10 3.59%

ARCHIDPLY

ARCHIES Value % Change
BSL 73.10 -0.65%

CAREERP 87.37 -0.46%

CENTUM 97.55 -0.16%

FILATEX

GULFPETRO

IITL Value % Change

KHADIM 6.15 -0.90%

KOHINOOR

MAZDALTD

PATELENG

RANASUG

RICOAUTO

SASTASUNDR

TALBROAUTO

THEINVEST
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Please refer to page pg 07 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.
Quote of the Day :  “The four most dangerous words in investing are: ‘This time it’s different.'”

On monthly expiry, Nifty opened positive at

11609.30 and made a high of 11617.35 From

there it moved towards the low of 11540.60

and closed positive at 11559.25 levels.

Broader selling was seen in IT and FMCG

sector, while rest traded with positive bias.

India VIX closed negative by 2.16% at 18.89

Index pared morning gain after giving gap up

opening but does not break the sequence of

higher top and higher bottom which indicates

the continuation of the uptrend. Nothing has

changed with regards to the technical set-up

of Nifty on weekly and daily chart. Immediate

resistance stands at 11630 followed by 11680-

11700 zone. Now support is placed at new

swing low of 11540 followed by 11460 mark. 
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Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

27-Aug-20 6625 5461 1164 

Aug-20 108526 90384 18141 

2020 1032200 1082018 (49819)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

27-Aug-20 3340 4149 (809)

Aug-20 66497 77681 (11184)

2020 768650 699762 68888 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII



IEA Snapshot

GILLETTE NEUTRAL

CANFINHOME ACCUMULATE

MINDAIND HOLD

MUTHOOTFIN HOLD

ASHOKLEY ACCUMULATE

20-Aug-20

The loan book has registered a better growth of 15% YoY on the back of strong rural demand and growth came from gold loan book majorly. The
management is looking at 15% growth for FY21.Collections in non-gold loan portfolio have significantly improved month on month. The operating expense is
expected to remain under control going forward We remain optimistic about the stock as the macroeconomic factors are expected to result in increased
preference for gold loan financing and even though the cost of funds is trending at a higher range but management has been able to pass on the hike in cost
and expects the margins to be maintained at current level. We maintain our estimates for FY21E and value the stock at 4.1X P/B FY21E at target price of Rs
1329 and give HOLD rating.  

19-Aug-20

The management believes CV industry to perform strong and expects positive pressure on volumes from 3QFY21 onwards. The company has robust plans to
launch new products from modular platform in the near future. The management expects LCV volumes to catch up early as compared to MHCVs. Going
ahead, the margins may expand based on better product mix, operating leverage and new modular platform. However, increased debt levels may impact on
overall profitability. We value standalone business at 25x FY22e EPS and Rs.9 per share for HLFL to arrive at a target price of Rs.79 and recommend
ACCUMULATE.
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The industry has seen gradual recovery in retail demand and the production levels have also reached to ~90% of previous year levels. The management
expects better festive season led by positive rural sentiments and improved preference for personal vehicles. New product launches in premium segment
with improved kit value, client addition through new acquisitions and huge localization opportunity in the alloy wheel segment (65% imported) will improve
the realizations and margins going ahead. We value the stock at 26x FY22e EPS to arrive at a target price of Rs.381 and recommend Hold.

28-Aug-20

GILLETTE’s numbers for 4QFY20 remained better than expected despite nationwide lock down amidst COVID-19. Despite 24.4% YoY decline in sales the
company managed its PAT well by reducing operating costs. Gross margin expansion was driven by benign input prices while EBITDA margin expansion was
on account of steep decline in Ad & P spends and other expenses. In the near term we expect demand from the grooming segment will remain subdued to
some extent on account of working from home formats while shut down of some modern trade channels, vertical lock-downs in many cities are also expected
to impact top-line. Thus, In the long run we remain positive on stock but considering prevailing concerns such as vertical lockdown and rising number of
disease cases we maintain our NEUTRAL rating with a target price of Rs. 5361.

28-Aug-20

Loan book growth has been moderate in last few quarters on the account of stress in housing finance sector as well as COVID-19 shut down but company did
well in the same period also and deliver good results. Due to the lockdown since March 25, 2020, the operations of the Company were restricted. Loan
disbursements were not made during April 2020,May 2020.Business resumed in many Centers during last week of May 2020.So there may be some impact on
asset quality in near term but going ahead it will settle in next 4 quarter.NPAs in SEMP segment will surge going ahead. Margins are likely to be maintained at
more than 3% as cost of funds is declining and yields will be settled accordingly. The company has plans of raising capital in FY21. We value the stock at 1.8x
BVFY22e to arrive at the target price of Rs 419. Recommend to ACCUMULATE.   

27-Aug-20
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NARNOLIA BULLETIN

 US markets largely ended positive: Dow Jones up 160 pts

 US FED’s new approach to inflation; Fed elevates focus on Jobs

 SGX Nifty Fut trades at 11627 up 29 pts at 7.35 am IST today

 Asian markets trading positive; Nikkei up 141 pts; HangSeng up 60 pts

 Brent crude trades 45.0$ while Nymex WTI at 42.95$ per bbl

 USDINR trades near 73.80 per dollar after long time

 US longterm bond yields inches up while Dollar Index strengthens

 US Fed’s move seen as no mood to hike interest rates in nearterm

 Centre proposes two options to states for GST Compensation

 Defence Ministry working on 2nd List of weapons to be banned from import

 India registers yesterday highest single day Covid cases at 75000

 Y’day cash seg: FIIs bought worth 1164 crs; DIIs sold worth 809 crs

 FIIs added more than 4226 crs in cash seg in last 3 sessions

 Index Futures: FIIs net long exposure at 75%

 Nifty rollovers at 80% vs 3-month average of 77.4%

 Nifty Bank rollovers at 77.9% vs 3-month average of 79.01%

 Nifty nearterm resistances: 11650 – 11700 marks

 Nifty nearterm supports: 11540 – 11460 levels

 In Aug series: Nifty up 4.1%; Sensex up 3.6%; BankNifty up 9%; Midcap up 12%

 Nifty in last 3 yrs has not closed in the positive beyond 3 expiries

 Nifty in last 3 FNO series gains: Jun 799 pts; July 813 pts; Aug 457 pts

 Nifty making higher lows in last 5 sessions from 11362 to 11540

 Possibility of profit booking in second half cannot be ruled out

 BankNifty needs to outperform to take Nifty to all-time highs

 BankNifty opens for target at 200DMA of 25170

 Delivery buying in largecap caps: ICICIBank, HDFCBank

 Midcap and Smallcap recovery to levels at start of 2020

 Edelweiss: PAG picks up 51% stake in Edelweiss wealth for Rs 2200 crs

 NMDC Q1FY21: Adj operating profit at 905 crs vs estimates of 775 crs

 Defence stocks to be in focus today



Red: Negative Impact Green: Positive Impact Black : Neutral.
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Stock In News

 India allows 74% FDI in defence manufacturing: Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced on August 27 that 74 percent
foreign direct investment (FDI) will now be allowed in the defence sector through the automatic route. The move may
prove a major push for ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ in defence manufacturing. Addressing the ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat Defence
Industry Outreach Webinar’ on August 27, the PM emphasised the need to make India’s defence sector self-reliant. He
said: “We aim to increase defence manufacturing in India and make the nation a reliable weapon supplier to friendly
nations.

 FM Sitharaman said the economy is facing an extraordinary 'Act of God' situation: Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
during a briefing with reporters after the 41st meeting of the GST Council said the economy is facing an extraordinary
'Act of God' situation, which may result in economic contraction. As per the Centre's calculation, the compensation
requirement by the states in the current fiscal would be Rs 3 lakh crore, of which Rs 65,000 crore is expected to be met
from the cess levied in the GST regime. Hence, the total shortfall is estimated at Rs 2.35 lakh crore.

 Edelweiss Financial Services Q1FY21 Net Interest Income down 87% to Rs 53.3 crore Net loss of Rs 245 crore from net
profit of Rs 132 crore All numbers are consolidated and compared on a year-on-year basis

 Edelweiss Financial Services: The Company has approved selling 51 percent stake in wealth management arm to PAGAC
Ecstasy for $300 million.

 NMDC Q1FY21 Revenue down 40.6% to Rs 1,937.5 crore Net profit down 54.8% to Rs 532.9 crore Ebitda down 59.6% to
Rs 754.9 crore Ebitda margin at 39% from 57.2% Iron Ore segment revenue down 40% to Rs 1,922.9 crore Pellet, other
minerals and services revenue down 71.6% to Rs 14.6 crore Saw loss of 18.23 LT of production and 23.94 LT of sales of
Iron Ore due to Covid-19 Lost sales revenue worth Rs 737 crore and PBT of Rs 317 crore due to Covid-19 Overall sales
down 28% to 62.75 LT All numbers are standalone and compared on a year-on-year basis

 HCC: Won three projects worth Rs 7,402 crore which were won in a joint venture in the months of July and August.
Company’s share in these orders are Rs 3,337 crore.

 V2 Retail: Said that it has opened 4 new retail stores and closed 4 retail stores. Currently 74 retail stores are operational.
 GMR Infra: Announces strategic group restructuring to separate non-airports business into a separate unit. Approves

amalgamation of GMR Power Infra with itself, followed by demerging its energy, EPC and urban infra business to its
wholly-owned arm GMR Power and Urban Infra. The move will make GMR Infra a pure play airports player. For every 10
equity shares of face value of Re 1 held in GMR Infra, one equity share of face value of Rs 5 in GMR Power and Urban
Infra will be issued to shareholders. The non-airports business will be separately listed. Appointed date for this scheme is
April 1, 2021. The board has also approved raising Rs 5,000 crore through issue of securities.
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Management Concall

CANFINHOME 1QFY21 Concall Highlights:

 The management expects Margins to be more than 3% .Yield is likely to be going down going ahead in line with drop in the cost of funds.
Incremental cost of borrowing stood at 7%.

 Disbursements were lower in 1QFY21, on the account of lockdown as in April and May the operations were closed and started completely in
last week of May only and during that period company was focusing on collections and moratorium awareness for the customers.

 Home Loan continues to be the focus area of the company.
 The business has come to 65% of the normal business currently. The management expects the complete demand to be there after

December 2020.
 On the asset quality front 3QFY21 and 4QFY21 NPAs may surge a little and in next 4 quarters time it is likely to back to 0.8%
 On the liquidity front, Rs 4000 Cr of unavailed credit limit from the banks which is likely to be there for next 7-8 months.
 Customers who have opted for moratorium and customers who haven’t paid / bounced, together amount to 28% of the accounts. From this

14% have not paid anything. The number is for the whole moratorium period of 6 months.
 The company has capital raising plan of Rs 1000 Cr going ahead.
 Currently there is no update on stake sale by Canara Bank.
 SEMP book generally has more NPAs as against the salaried one.
 C/I ratio declined substantially in 1QFY21 due to COVID-19 i.e. lesser expenses but is not sustainable so will be back to the normal number in

1-2 quarters time.
 Borrowings for the quarter stood at Rs 18200 Cr.
 The company is planning to open 10 branches in Tier II, Tier-III cities which is likely to start from next quarter 3QFY21.
 0.5% of the book had job loss issue and 4-5% had pay cut.
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Management Interview

M&M Management interview

 The company’s management has been surprised by the pace of recovery mainly led by buoyant rural economy.
 The company is not looking at any new geography, but there is possibility of using the Ford brand and Ford network for the international

growth plans.
 It is redefining the new narrative for UV business with a big focus on financial returns and differentiated SUV focus over volumes and market

share.

MOTHERSUMI Management interview

 The company expects demand to return to normal from October 2020.
 Recovery in demand in India after the lockdown has been weak compared with markets in China, Korea and Japan, automakers across

segments have restarted operations and are growing on a sequential basis in the local market.
 In Europe, markets are stronger- at 65-70%-plus. US is also similar. In that sense, India is a bit weaker.

Axis bank Management Interview

 Management said it is long before the Indian economy recovers to Pre-covid levels because of uneven recovery caused by an increase in
supply and low consumer demand.

 Economy is expected to return to pre-covid levels by Q1 or Q2 next calendar year subject to availability of vaccines on a scale that gives
people the confidence to step out of their homes.

 Banks are expected to be risk averse for some time and not lend in hurry.
 On further capital raise post QIP raise of Rs 10000 Cr Management said currently nothing is happening but at the right place, if right deal was

to come along and it is a long term money bank would not deprive itself of the money.

IGL Management Interview

 According to the company, in the month of April, IGL was operating at 10% of the normal operation; the month of July has seen recovery
with volumes being at 80-85% of the normal operation.

 The PNG volumes inclusive of domestic & Industrial/commercial are back to 100% levels, while CNG volumes are back to 80% levels.
Therefore, the company believe to achieve normalized volumes by the end of this quarter.

 The volumes this year is expected to be at the same level as last year.
 EBITDA per SCM in 1QFY21 stood at Rs.3.16 compared to Rs.6.29 in 1QFY20. Given the lower cost of gas, the company expects achieve the

EBITDA per SCM of Rs.5.5- Rs.6 in 2QFY21.
 In terms of CAPEX, the company doesn’t plans to cut it down. In the next 3 year, the company plans to add 300 CNG stations (each CNG

station costing 3-5 crs excluding the land) & 6 LNG station with expenditure of Rs.100-120 crs in the next 2-3yrs.

CANFINHOME Management Interview:

 Demand is slowly coming back. June was better than May.
 Asset quality has been stable for last two quarters.2QFY21 is going to be better .From 3QFY21 NPAs will surge marginally and in 4QFY21 it

will further go up.
 Customers who have opted for moratorium and customers who haven’t paid / bounced, together amount to 28% of the accounts.
 The number of customers who have not paid any EMI is 14%.
 Delinquencies in non-home loan segment is slightly higher as against the home loans. But the mix is of 95:5 for home to non-home loans. On

home loan segment consist of LAP, Rent receivables and commercial property loans.
 In affordable housing segment demand is likely to be better in Tier-II, Tier-III cities as against big cities.
 Targets NIM to more than 3%.



EXCHANGE Date SECURITY CODE DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 27-08-20 KICL S 43,145 1557.23

BSE 27-08-20 KICL B 43,145 1557.21

BSE 27-08-20 KICL S 31,911 1555.1

BSE 27-08-20 KICL B 31,911 1554.96

BSE 27-08-20 KICL B 28,108 1553.15

BSE 27-08-20 KICL S 28,108 1553.01

BSE 27-08-20 NXTDIGITAL B 1,000,000 680

BSE 27-08-20 NXTDIGITAL S 1,000,000 680

BSE 27-08-20 AARTISURF B 43,167 563.05

BSE 27-08-20 GUJCMDS B 1,000 175.85

BSE 27-08-20 GUJCMDS S 2,025 175.82

BSE 27-08-20 GALXBRG B 17,500 172.9

BSE 27-08-20 GALXBRG S 17,500 172.9

BSE 27-08-20 GUJCMDS B 442 162.48

BSE 27-08-20 BANCOINDIA B 17,939,973 97

BSE 27-08-20 BANCOINDIA S 17,939,973 97

BSE 27-08-20 SAINTGOBAIN B 1,247,059 65.71

BSE 27-08-20 VIJAYTX S 166,783 49

BSE 27-08-20 INTENTECH B 200,000 43

BSE 27-08-20 RIBATEX S 48,537 40.05

BSE 27-08-20 RIBATEX B 76,299 40.03

BSE 27-08-20 RIBATEX S 41,399 40.02

BSE 27-08-20 VMV S 35,000 38.92

BSE 27-08-20 VMV B 30,000 38.8

BSE 27-08-20 VMV B 30,000 38.53

BSE 27-08-20 AKASHDEEP B 56,579 31.58

BSE 27-08-20 LOHIASEC B 27,239 31

BSE 27-08-20 LOHIASEC S 27,437 31

BSE 27-08-20 AKASHDEEP S 47,688 30.94

BSE 27-08-20 VEDAVAAG B 285,765 29.53

BSE 27-08-20 VEDAVAAG S 285,765 29.53

BSE 27-08-20 DHOOTIN B 125,500 27.5

BSE 27-08-20 DHOOTIN S 123,339 27.5

BSE 27-08-20 SWITCHTE B 15,000 26.65

BSE 27-08-20 SWITCHTE S 15,000 26.65

BSE 27-08-20 WAA S 60,000 21

BSE 27-08-20 WAA B 60,000 21

BSE 27-08-20 VAL B 84,000 17.4

BSE 27-08-20 VAL S 84,000 17.4

BSE 27-08-20 VAL B 308,000 17.1

BSE 27-08-20 VAL S 308,000 17.1

BSE 27-08-20 CALSOFT S 63,000 14.22
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OVERSEAS PEARL LIMITED

PLUTUS WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLP

KAVERI SEED COMPANY LIMITED

AKG FINVEST LIMITED

SITA RAM

DEEPAK KUMAR

DEEPAK KUMAR

DEVISANJAYBHANDARI

ASHOK KUMAR SINGH

DEVISANJAYBHANDARI

NISHIL SURENDRABHAI MARFATIA

RAJESH KUMAR BAJAJ

LIFE LINE MARKETING PVT LTD.

NISHIL SURENDRABHAI MARFATIA

PEDDIBOYANA RAMANAIAH .

VISWAM SEEDS PRIVATE LIMITED

DHOOT INSTRUMENTS PVT LTD

SHAKAMBHARI INVESTMENTS PVT LTD.

RITESHKUMAR THAKKAR

DHAVAL VINODBHAI GADANI

DIXIT SURESHBHAI PATEL

BULK DEAL
CLIENT NAME

RITESHKUMAR THAKKAR

RAMKUMAR BHOLANATH YADAV

DHAVAL VINODBHAI GADANI

RAMKUMAR BHOLANATH YADAV

SAMIR ALI KHAN

SILKON TRADES LLP

AASIA MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY P LTD

AASIA EXPORTS

PADMIKA PROJECTS LIMITED

SILKON TRADES LLP

SHETAL DEVANG GOR

MEHUL KANUBHAI PATEL

ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED

MADHU BALA MITTAL

RADHEY SHYAM MITTAL

NEWEDGE VINIMAY PRIVATE LIMITED .

NNM SECURITIES PVT LTD

SANJAY NARENDRA BANSAL

ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED

ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED

TIA ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED



 

PARTICIPANT WISE OPEN INTEREST

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)
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Long Position Short Position 

Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance



BSE Code Company Name Result Date BSE Code Company Name Result Date

532947 IRB 24-Aug-20 531497 MADHUCON 27-Aug-20

500253 LICHSGFIN 24-Aug-20 532357 MUKTAARTS 27-Aug-20

500730 NOCIL 24-Aug-20 532481 NOIDATOLL 27-Aug-20

532667 SUZLON 24-Aug-20 539150 PNCINFRA 27-Aug-20

524075 ALBERTDA 24-Aug-20 540642 SALASAR 27-Aug-20

516064 ARROWGREEN 24-Aug-20 537259 SUYOG 27-Aug-20

532290 BLBLIMITED 24-Aug-20 526582 TPLPLAST 27-Aug-20

533104 GLOBUSSPR 24-Aug-20 523660 WATERBASE 27-Aug-20

526217 HITECHCORP 24-Aug-20 539083 INOXWIND 28-Aug-20

532150 INDRAMEDCO 24-Aug-20 533206 SJVN 28-Aug-20

500210 INGERRAND 24-Aug-20 540692 APEX 28-Aug-20

533012 LPDC 24-Aug-20 532994 ARCHIDPLY 28-Aug-20

511196 CANFINHOME 25-Aug-20 532212 ARCHIES 28-Aug-20

500459 PGHH 25-Aug-20 514045 BSL 28-Aug-20

538365 ADHUNIKIND 25-Aug-20 533260 CAREERP 28-Aug-20

533221 AHLWEST 25-Aug-20 517544 CENTUM 28-Aug-20

532878 ALPA 25-Aug-20 526227 FILATEX 28-Aug-20

506074 ARSHIYA 25-Aug-20 532543 GULFPETRO 28-Aug-20

531795 ATULAUTO 25-Aug-20 501295 IITL 28-Aug-20

532684 EKC 25-Aug-20 540775 KHADIM 28-Aug-20

505744 FMGOETZE 25-Aug-20 512559 KOHINOOR 28-Aug-20

530655 GOODLUCK 25-Aug-20 523792 MAZDALTD 28-Aug-20

500160 GTL 25-Aug-20 531120 PATELENG 28-Aug-20

532054 KDDL 25-Aug-20 507490 RANASUG 28-Aug-20

533193 KECL 25-Aug-20 520008 RICOAUTO 28-Aug-20

531241 LINCPENQ 25-Aug-20 533259 SASTASUNDR 28-Aug-20

500298 NATPEROX 25-Aug-20 505160 TALBROAUTO 28-Aug-20

506590 PHILIPCARB 25-Aug-20 530023 THEINVEST 28-Aug-20

532785 RUCHIRA 25-Aug-20 532856 TIMETECHNO 29-Aug-20

532730 SGL 25-Aug-20 532300 WOCKPHARMA 29-Aug-20

521034 SOMATEX 25-Aug-20 519383 ANIKINDS 29-Aug-20

532398 UMESLTD 25-Aug-20 531179 ARMANFIN 29-Aug-20

512587 ZODJRDMKJ 25-Aug-20 590022 EASTSILK 29-Aug-20

507815 GILLETTE 26-Aug-20 504741 INDIANHUME 29-Aug-20

532181 GMDCLTD 26-Aug-20 541161 KARDA 29-Aug-20

532514 IGL 26-Aug-20 532925 KAUSHALYA 29-Aug-20

531921 AGARIND 26-Aug-20 500356 RAMANEWS 29-Aug-20

507828 ANSALHSG 26-Aug-20 530075 SELAN 29-Aug-20

530843 CUPID 26-Aug-20 532660 VIVIMEDLAB 29-Aug-20

502820 DCM 26-Aug-20 500670 GNFC 31-Aug-20

503101 MARATHON 26-Aug-20 512237 JAICORPLTD 31-Aug-20

524709 NACLIND 26-Aug-20 533098 NHPC 31-Aug-20

535602 SHARDA 26-Aug-20 541143 BDL 31-Aug-20

516022 STARPAPER 26-Aug-20 532430 BFUTILITIE 31-Aug-20

533629 TIJARIA 26-Aug-20 500074 BPL 31-Aug-20

512573 AVANTI 27-Aug-20 523618 DREDGECORP 31-Aug-20

532922 EDELWEISS 27-Aug-20 500227 JINDALPOLY 31-Aug-20

532754 GMRINFRA 27-Aug-20 532998 LEHIL 31-Aug-20

500185 HCC 27-Aug-20 532521 PALRED 31-Aug-20

532835 ICRA 27-Aug-20 540293 PRICOLLTD 31-Aug-20

532659 IDFC 27-Aug-20 537254 RCIIND 31-Aug-20

526371 NMDC 27-Aug-20 532670 RENUKA 31-Aug-20

533163 ARSSINFRA 27-Aug-20 539346 SADBHIN 31-Aug-20

532719 BLKASHYAP 27-Aug-20 517411 SHYAMTEL 31-Aug-20

533176 DQE 27-Aug-20 533982 TERASOFT 31-Aug-20

532767 GAYAPROJ 27-Aug-20 532804 TIIL 31-Aug-20

514043 HIMATSEIDE 27-Aug-20 532646 UNIPLY 31-Aug-20
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Result Calendar Q1FY21



Country Monday 24th Aug 2020 Tuesday 25th Aug 2020 Wednesday 26th Aug 2020 Thursday 27th Aug 2020 Friday 28th Aug 2020

US
New Home Sales (Jul), CB 

Consumer Confidence

API Weekly Crude Oil Stock, Crude 

Oil Inventories

GDP,  Initial Jobless Claims, 

Pending Home Sales
U.S. Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count

UK/EUROPE

INDIA
Bank Loan Growth, Deposit 

Growth, FX Reserves, USD

Economic Calendar 
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